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I

Objective: To understand the changing impact of herpes simplex 2 (HSV-2) and other sexually transmitted
infections (STIs) on HIV incidence over time in four sub-Saharan African cities, using simulation models.
Methods: An individual-based stochastic model was fitted to demographic, behavioural and epidemiological
data from cross-sectional population-based surveys in four African cities (Kisumu, Kenya; Ndola, Zambia;
Yaoundé, Cameroon; and Cotonou, Benin) in 1997. To estimate the proportion of new HIV infections
attributable to HSV-2 and other STIs over time, HIV incidence in the fitted model was compared with that in
model scenarios in which the cofactor effect of the STIs on HIV susceptibility and infectivity were removed 5,
10, 15, 20 and 25 years into the simulated HIV epidemics.
Results: The proportion of incident HIV attributable to HSV-2 infection (the model estimated population
attributable fraction (PAFM)) increased with maturity of the HIV epidemic. In the different cities, the PAFM was
8–31% 5 years into the epidemic, but rose to 35–48% 15 years after the introduction of HIV. In contrast, the
proportion of incident HIV attributable to chancroid decreased over time with strongest effects five years after
HIV introduction, falling to no effect 15 years after. Sensitivity analyses showed that, in the model, recurrent
HSV-2 ulcers had more of an impact on HIV incidence than did primary HSV-2 ulcers, and that the effect of
HSV-2 on HIV infectivity may be more important for HIV spread than the effect on HIV susceptibility, assuming
that HSV-2 has similar cofactor effects on HIV susceptibility and infectivity. The overall impact of other curable
STIs on HIV spread (syphilis, gonorrhoea and chlamydia) remained relatively constant over time.
Conclusions: Although HSV-2 appears to have a limited impact on HIV incidence in the early stages of subSaharan African HIV epidemics when the epidemic is concentrated in core groups, it has an increasingly
large impact as the epidemic progresses. In generalised HIV epidemics where control programmes for
curable STIs are already in place, interventions against HSV-2 may have a key role in HIV prevention.

nfection with herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) is
associated with a threefold increase in risk of HIV acquisition
in both men and women in the general population.1 Given
the high prevalence of HSV-2 in sub-Saharan Africa,2 HSV-2
may have an important role in the spread of HIV in these
regions. Understanding the proportion of new HIV infections
attributable to HSV-2, and how and why this proportion may
change over time, will provide insight into current epidemic
dynamics, and will help in designing and evaluating future
HSV-2 interventions.
This paper uses model simulations of populations in four
African cities as described by Orroth et al in this supplement.3
The individual-based stochastic model STDSIM was used to
model the demography, sexual behaviour and STI/HIV epidemiology of four sub-Saharan Africa cities (Cotonou, Benin;
Yaoundé, Cameroon; Ndola, Zambia; and Kisumu, Kenya),
based on data from cross-sectional surveys in 1997 and other
sources.4–15 Although many mathematical models have been
used to simulate HIV, few models have been used to
simultaneously simulate the transmission and interaction of
HSV-2 and HIV.16–18 STDSIM allows for the simultaneous and
interactive simulation of up to 16 different STIs.
In the present study, HIV, HSV-2, chancroid, syphilis,
gonorrhoea and chlamydia were simulated in each of the four
populations. Using STDSIM, we compared the proportion of HIV
incidence attributable to HSV-2 over time with that due to
chancroid and other curable STIs (syphilis, chlamydia and

gonorrhoea) over the same time period in the four African
cities. We also examined the sensitivity of model predictions to
assumptions made regarding the association of HSV-2 with
HIV, including assumptions relating to HSV-2 effects on HIV
during periods of subclinical shedding of HSV-2. Finally, we
looked at the relative importance to HIV spread of primary
versus recurrent HSV-2 ulcers, and of HSV-2 effects on HIV
infectivity compared with susceptibility.

METHODS
The mathematical model STDSIM was fitted to data collected
from four sub-Saharan African cities and other data sources, as
explained in detail by Orroth et al in this supplement.3 The
model was primarily fitted to data from the Four Cities Study4
for the year 1997 and to available data on trends over time.5–15
The population attributable fractions of incident HIV due to
HSV-2 and other STIs were then calculated for different time
periods during the epidemic.
Quantification of model parameters: HSV-2
The model-assumed parameter values for HSV-2 are based on
previous reviews and are shown in detail in the companion
paper by Orroth et al in this supplement.3 17 18 Infection with
HSV-2 is followed by a primary ulcer lasting three weeks.17 19 20
Abbreviations: HSV-2, herpes simplex virus 2; STD, sexually transmitted
disease; STI, sexually transmitted infection
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infection (25)—that is, 0.688. This overall per contact HIV
transmission probability would quickly reduce either when the
individual entered a HSV-2 stage with a lower cofactor for HIV
transmission, or when the individual entered an HIV stage
associated with lower infectivity. Equal cofactor effects were
assumed for HIV infectivity and HIV susceptibility, increasing
the risk of HIV transmission to an HIV-negative partner either
when the HIV-positive source partner was also infected with
HSV-2 (increased infectivity) or when the HIV-negative partner
had an HSV-2 ulcer (increased HIV susceptibility). As there was
a lack of definitive evidence that HSV-2 increases HIV
infectivity more than HIV susceptibility, we were interested in
comparing the population-level impacts of HSV-2 cofactor
effects on infectivity and susceptibility acting through population mixing and sexual behaviour.
Conservatively, no increase in the risk of HIV susceptibility or
infectivity was initially assumed for the periods of subclinical
shedding of HSV-2 between ulcers. Co-infection with HIV in
HSV-2 positive individuals has been shown to increase both the
HSV-2 shedding rate and quantity (taken account of in the
model, see below),35 37–39 with several studies finding a
significant correlation between genital HIV RNA and HSV-2
DNA in those HIV positive women who were shedding HSV-2,
without finding the same correlation between HIV RNA and
HSV-2 DNA in those dually infected overall.38 40 41 New evidence
(currently in preparation) from Burkina Faso and Peru suggests
that HSV-2 therapy can reduce the frequency and quantity of
HIV shedding as well as plasma HIV loads. We still await the
definitive trial results on whether this decreased shedding is
associated with reduced HIV transmission. The importance of
this assumption of no increased risk of acquisition or
transmission during subclinical shedding of HSV-2, as well as
the importance of the values assumed for cofactors during
ulcerative periods, were examined in a sensitivity analysis (see
below).
HIV infection was also assumed to alter the natural history of
HSV-2 infection. In line with evidence on increased HSV-2
shedding in HIV-positive individuals 35 37–41 and increased HSV
ulcer recurrence rates in HIV-positive individuals39 42–45 and with
previous assumptions in STDSIM,17 we assumed a fourfold
increase in HSV-2 ulcer duration and recurrence rate with the
onset of symptomatic HIV.
Quantification of model parameters: other STIs,
demography and sexual behaviour
Other model parameter values, for the demography, sexual
behaviour and natural history of the other STIs and their
interaction with HIV were as reported in our companion paper
in this supplement.3 Briefly, chancroid infection was assumed
to be associated with a cofactor effect of 25 on HIV
susceptibility and infectivity. Gonorrhoea and chlamydia
infection were assumed to have a cofactor effect of 3 on HIV,
and primary stage syphilis was assumed to have a cofactor
effect of 7.5 on HIV.3 It is important to note that in a sexual
encounter when there is more than one STI present (one
individual with two different STIs or two individuals with
different STIs), only the highest of the relevant cofactor effects
is assumed to act on the probability of HIV transmission in that
sexual act. Cofactor effects were not assumed to be additive or
multiplicative.
Simulated population composition and growth rate are
determined in STDSIM by inputs relating to fertility, mortality
and migration (see companion paper). In-migration is modelled by creating a simulated copy of an individual in the
population in a specified age and relationship (risk) group. This
simulated migration pattern allows us to adequately fit the
population composition and observed patterns of behaviour.
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All individuals are assumed to pass through this primary stage
following infection with HSV-2, although in empirical studies
some individuals fail to report a primary ulcer, perhaps due to
lack of recognition rather than true absence. In this paper, the
term ulcer refers to clinically recognisable herpetic lesions,
whether or not they are recognised by the infected individual.
After the ‘‘primary stage’’, ulcers recur with decreasing
frequency over time.20–22 In the early latent stage, ulcers recur on
average every 2.5 months for men and every three months for
women, and in the latent stage, ulcers recur every six months
for men and eight months for women. We assumed a sex
difference in ulcer recurrence rates,21 although modelling this
effect assumes the higher recurrence in men is not due to
differences in symptom recognition. Ulcer recurrence rates were
assumed to vary widely between individuals,23 so the duration
of periods between ulcers and the duration of early latent and
latent stages were sampled from an exponential distribution.17
Recurrent ulcers were assumed to last on average one week; a
Weibull distribution (shape parameter = 2) was used to reflect
the relative homogeneity of ulcer durations.17
After ‘‘early latent’’ and ‘‘latent’’ stages with recurrent ulcers,
individuals enter the ‘‘late latent’’ stage, in which they are still
HSV-2 positive but no longer experience recurrent ulcers.17
Stage duration is, on average, 3 weeks for primary, 2 years for
early latent, 10 years for latent, with the rest of life in the late
latent phase. Transmission probabilities for male-to-female
transmission in all HSV-2 phases were assumed to be twice
those of female-to-male transmission, as for HIV.24 25 There are
limited data on per contact transmission probabilities of HSV-2
due to the difficulties in measurement and problems of
generalisability to the general population of results from wellcounselled but high-risk study populations. We assumed the
primary HSV-2 stage to have the highest level of HSV-2
transmission (per contact male-to-female transmission probability 0.30), followed by periods of ulcer recurrence (male-tofemale 0.20).19 In addition, there is evidence that subclinical
shedding of HSV-2 occurs during periods between ulcers.23 26 27
HSV-2 transmission may occur during these periods of
subclinical shedding24; therefore, a low (conservative) level of
HSV-2 transmission was modelled continuously during the
early latent (male-to-female 0.01) and latent (male-to-female
0.005) stages between ulcers to take this shedding effect into
account.17 18 23 27–32 Any effect of HSV-1 on HSV-2 was ignored,
because HSV-1 infection is almost universal in sub-Saharan
African populations.2
Per contact cofactor effects of HSV-2 on HIV susceptibility
and infectivity were estimated using data from observational
studies of Kenyan commercial sex workers and their clients.33 34
From this work, primary herpetic ulcers were estimated to be
associated with a 25-fold increase in the per contact transmission probability of HIV (as were chancroid ulcers). Recurrent
HSV-2 ulcers were estimated to be associated with a 10-fold
increase in the transmission probability of HIV, to match the
reduced severity of these ulcers in comparison with the primary
ulcer.17 HIV transmission probabilities per act have been found
to increase with the presence of recent genital ulceration in an
HIV-positive source partner.35 36 Cofactor effect values were
chosen to be at the lower end of the range of estimates from the
Kenyan study (3–300)34 to account for possible bias.
The magnitudes of the stage-specific cofactor effects were
assumed to be constant across all sites, but varied by stage of
HSV-2 infection. For example, if a male was simultaneously in
the primary stage of HSV-2 infection and the primary stage of
HIV infection, then the per contact HIV transmission probability from that male to an uninfected female would be the
product of the male-to-female transmission probability during
primary HIV (0.028) and the cofactor effect for primary HSV-2
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where IRnocofactor is the incidence rate of HIV in model scenarios
with the cofactor effect removed, and IRdefaultcofactor is the
incidence rate in model scenarios with the default cofactor
effects of HSV-2 or other STIs on HIV.46
The PAFM for different time points in the epidemic was
calculated by removing the STI cofactor effect on HIV over twoyear periods starting 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 years after the
introduction of HIV into each population (each in a separate set
of simulations). Due to the earlier introduction of HIV assumed
for Kisumu (1980) than the other cities (1984), the cofactors were
removed during 1985/6, 1990/1, 1995/6, 2000/1 and 2005/6 in
Kisumu and in 1989/90, 1994/5, 1999/2000, 2004/5 and 2009/10 in
the other sites. The HIV incidence over the two-year period during
the removal of the STI cofactor effects was averaged and was
compared with HIV incidence over the same period in the default
scenario for each site. This process was undertaken for the effects
on HIV due to HSV-2, chancroid and other curable STIs combined
(gonorrhoea, chlamydia and syphilis).

Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was undertaken to assess the influence of
the strength of the assumed HSV-2 cofactor effect on the
proportion of new HIV cases attributable to HSV-2. Simulated
PAFM were calculated with the HSV-2 cofactor effects on HIV
during primary HSV-2 and recurrent ulcerative periods at 50%,
150%, 200% and 300% of their default values by removing the
cofactor effects starting in 1998, the last year of the Four Cities
Study, and comparing HIV incidence in these simulations with
incidence in simulations without these new cofactors removed.
The effects of HSV-2 cofactors on HIV susceptibility and on
HIV infectivity were compared to assess which had the greater
impact on HIV spread. HIV incidence was calculated from
simulations with the cofactors on susceptibility removed (with
the cofactor effects on infectivity still in place), and then for
simulations with cofactors on infectivity removed (with effects
for susceptibility still in place). The PAFM was calculated by
comparing these incidence levels to default simulations with
the effects for infectivity and susceptibility in place. The
sensitivity analysis also investigated the relative contribution
of cofactor effects during primary HSV-2 with those assumed
during ulcerative recurrent HSV-2 on HIV incidence. The PAFM
was calculated for primary HSV-2 only (by selectively removing
the cofactor effects during that period and comparing the
incidence rates as above) and was then calculated for recurrent
ulcerative periods of HSV-2 in a similar manner.
The effect of an additional inclusion of an HSV-2 cofactor
effect on HIV during periods of subclinical HSV-2 shedding
between ulcers was also explored. Various scenarios were
explored including: cofactor effects between ulcers of 2 or 5;
effects only during the early latent stage, or during both the
early latent and latent stages and thus persisting many years
into the course of HSV infection; and effects on susceptibility
only, or on both susceptibility and infectivity.

RESULTS
The fit of the model simulations to data for demography, sexual
behaviour and prevalence levels of STI is presented in our
companion paper in this supplement.3 The fit of model
simulated HSV-2 prevalence to data from the four cities can
Figure 1 Observed (mean, 95% CI) and
simulated prevalence of herpes simplex virus
type 2 in the four cities in 1997. M, male; F,
female.
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Population attributable fraction calculation
The modelled population attributable fractions (PAFM) of
incident HIV attributable to HSV-2, chancroid and other
curable STIs (syphilis, chlamydia and gonorrhoea) were
calculated from the STDSIM model simulations in the following
manner. The cofactor effects on HIV for a given STI were
removed from the model for a two-year period—for example,
during 1997 and 1998. HIV incidence in adults (15–49 years)
over this two-year period was then compared with the HIV
incidence in the default scenario in which the default cofactor
effects were assumed. By removing cofactor effects for
susceptibility, the PAFM can be calculated for effects of the STI
on HIV acquisition. By simultaneously removing the cofactor
effects for susceptibility and infectivity, overall PAFM can be
calculated for effects of the STI on HIV acquisition and
transmission. The following equation was used for the simulated
PAFM calculations:
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be seen in figure 1. Prevalence of HSV-2 in younger age groups
was fitted preferentially, because younger individuals account
for a higher proportion of new HIV and HSV-2 infections. As a
result, HSV-2 prevalence in older adults was slightly overestimated in Yaoundé and Ndola, and underestimated in
Cotonou. In all the sites, prevalence of HSV-2 in younger males
was allowed to be overestimated in favour of fitting the
prevalence of HSV-2 in younger females, because higher-risk
males may not have been completely captured in the original
surveys.47 The fit of HSV-2 prevalence reflects the general age
trends in HSV-2 prevalence and the important differences
between the four sites, such as the difference in HSV-2
prevalence in females aged 15–19 years in Cotonou (9%) and
Kisumu (39%).48 Due to the sensitivity of simulated HIV
prevalence and short-duration STI prevalence to the alteration
of sexual behaviour parameters, these parameters could not be
further altered to improve the fit. Natural history parameters
were held constant across all four sites.
www.stijournal.com

Figure 2 shows the proportion of new HIV infections
attributable to other STIs over time (PAFM). The results were
similar for males and females when examined separately by
sex; the PAFM shown are for males and females aged 15–49
years combined. Figure 2A shows the proportion of HIV
incidence due to HSV-2, which increased with the maturity of
the epidemic in all four sites. The PAFM across the four cities
rose from 8.2–30.9% five years after the introduction of HIV to
35.4–48.2% 15 years after, as the HIV epidemic spread from core
groups to the general population. The proportion of new HIV
infections due to HSV-2 was highest in Cotonou, especially
earlier on in the epidemic. This effect is due to the relative lack
of other (ulcerative) STIs in Cotonou (see fig 3), so that HSV-2
accounted for proportionately more of the HIV transmission in
that site. Although the PAFM in Yaoundé increased dramatically between five years and 10 years after the introduction of
HIV, it levelled off at around 37% after this 10-year mark. This
pattern matches the concurrent decrease observed in other STIs
besides HSV-2 in Yaoundé, which were highly prevalent five
years after the introduction of HIV (corresponding to 1989 in
fig 3) but had declined by 10 years after HIV introduction
(1994). This was due simulated condom use and implementation of syndromic treatment in the early 1990s in the Yaoundé
scenario. In all four sites, whereas the PAFM of incident HIV
due to HSV-2 increased over time, the HSV-2 prevalence
remained constant.
The rapid increase in new HIV infections attributable to HSV-2
over time contrasted markedly with the rapid decrease in HIV
infections due to chancroid over time, as shown in figure 2B.
Fifteen years after the introduction of HIV, all the chancroid
PAFM for HIV infection had fallen to zero due to the simulated
decline in chancroid prevalence over time because of the
simulated implementation of condom use and syndromic
treatment3 starting in the early 1990s (fig 3). Overall, the drop
in PAFM of HIV due to chancroid and rise in PAFM of HIV due to
HSV-2 occurred while the HIV incidence continued to rise (the
effective reproduction number remaining .1). As can be
expected from the explanations above, the PAFM of HIV due to
chancroid were the inverse of those for HSV-2 in terms of sitespecific value, with the PAFM in Cotonou for HIV due to
chancroid much lower than in the other sites.
The PAFM of HIV attributable to other curable STIs (syphilis,
chlamydia and gonorrhoea) can be seen in figure 2C. In three
sites, the proportion of HIV incidence due to these STIs
remained relatively constant throughout the HIV epidemic. In
Cotonou, in contrast, this proportion decreased rapidly from a
little over 40% five years into the HIV epidemic to less than 5%
15 years into the epidemic.
The simulated prevalence of curable STIs over time is
presented in figure 3. There are no consistent empirical timetrend data available from the four cities with which to compare
these prevalence levels, but the figure is included to provide
insight into the simulated PAFM over time seen in figure 2. The
irregularity in the prevalence levels of curable STIs is due to
simulated improvements in syndromic management over time
(introduced in the model in 1992 in Kisumu, Ndola and
Yaoundé, and in 1995 in Cotonou) and the use of condoms
(introduced at a low level in 1990, increased in 1993 and 1995
in commercial sex workers, and increased in 1995 for general
population casual relationships). An initial dip can be seen in
the curable STI prevalences in 1990, corresponding to the
introduction of low-level condom use, followed by further
decreases due to the introduction of improved syndromic
management and higher condom use. By 1995, simulated
chancroid had all but disappeared in the four sites.
Overall, the HSV-2 PAFM were relatively insensitive to
changes in assumed cofactor strength. Figure 4 shows the
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Figure 2 Simulated proportion of adult (15–49 years) new HIV infections
due to (A) herpes simplex virus type 2 (B) chancroid (C) syphilis, chlamydia
and gonorrhoea, by year after the introduction of HIV.
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PAFM as a function of assumed cofactor strength in 1998.
Reducing all of the HSV-2 cofactor effects on HIV by half only
decreased the proportion of new HIV infections from the
default value of 36.1–47.9% to 21.3–30.5%, suggesting that
HSV-2 would still have a large role in HIV transmission even if
our assumed default cofactor values were too large. As the
magnitude of HSV-2 cofactor effects on HIV was increased
substantially, to 200% and 300% of default values, the PAFM
began to slowly level off, suggesting that, as could be expected,
the proportion of new HIV infections attributable to HSV-2 will
reach its maximum well below 100%.
Further sensitivity analyses of the HSV-2 PAFM are presented
by sex in table 1. The PAFM was similar for males and females.
An analysis of the contribution of primary HSV-2 compared
with recurrent HSV-2 ulcers to new HIV infections can be seen
in this table. The proportion of new HIV infections due to
recurrent HSV-2, ranging from 26.4% to 36.0%, was much
higher than the proportion due to primary HSV-2, ranging from
6.3% to 11.2%. This effect was observed because primary HSV-2,
while assumed to have a much higher cofactor on HIV
susceptibility and transmission, is also much shorter in
duration than the combined total of all recurrent ulcerative
episodes.

Figure 4 Sensitivity analysis: the proportion of incident HIV due to herpes
simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) in 1998, by magnitude of HSV-2 cofactor for
HIV transmission and acquisition. PAFM, population attributable fraction.

The contribution to new HIV infections of the effect of HSV-2
on HIV susceptibility as compared to HIV infectivity can also be
seen in table 1. Assuming cofactor effects of equal strength, the
cofactor effects on HIV transmissibility/infectivity contributed
substantially more than those on susceptibility to the overall
effect that HSV-2 has on the spread of HIV. In Cotonou, for
example, the overall PAFM of incident HIV due to HSV-2 was
47.9% in 1998, with a PAFM of 9.7% due to the cofactors on HIV
susceptibility and 31.8% due to the cofactors on HIV infectivity.
Finally, the sensitivity of the PAFM to the introduction of an
additional cofactor effect of HSV-2 on HIV due to HSV
subclinical shedding can also be seen in table 1. An assumed
cofactor effect of 2 during subclinical shedding results in a
negligible increase in the PAFM when the cofactor is assumed
only to act during early latency (not shown). A slightly stronger
effect is seen if the cofactor is assumed for both early latency
and latency. As expected, an even stronger assumed cofactor
effect during periods of subclinical shedding increases the
PAFM of HIV due to HSV-2, but a large increase is seen only if
cofactor effects of 5 or greater are assumed for both HIV
susceptibility and infectivity.

DISCUSSION
The present study showed HSV-2 to have an increasingly
important role in HIV spread in these four urban African
populations. We estimate that more than a third of new HIV
cases were attributable to HSV-2 infection (PAFM of .30%) at
the time of the Four Cities Study. This was larger than the
PAFM for syphilis, gonorrhoea and chlamydia taken together,
and also for chancroid. The PAFM for HSV-2 was low at the
start of the HIV epidemic in all four cities but increased rapidly
over time as the epidemic became more generalised and as the
prevalence of other STIs with high cofactor effects on HIV
acquisition and transmission decreased (with STI treatment
and preventative measures in place). In Yaoundé, for example,
the early decrease in prevalence of other ulcerative STIs in
response to simulated interventions was matched by an early
increase and then stabilisation in the PAFM for HSV-2. In
contrast, the simulations showed that chancroid had an
important role in establishing the HIV epidemics in three of
the four cities, but its effect decreased rapidly over time with
simulated implementation of condom use and syndromic
treatment, the simulated PAF for HIV incidence falling to zero
by 15 years into the HIV epidemic. Chancroid has a low basic
www.stijournal.com
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Figure 3 Simulated prevalence of curable
sexually transmitted infections (STIs) over
time, reflecting changes in STI treatment and
in condom use: chancroid (HD), gonorrhoea
(NG), syphilis (TP) and chlamydia (CT) from
1980 to 2000.
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Default PAFM
due to HSV-2
(%)

PAFM due to
primary HSV-2
only (%)

PAFM due to
recurrent HSV-2
only (%)

PAFM due to HSV-2
cofactors on HIV
susceptibility only
(%)

PAFM due to default HSV-2 cofactors on HIV with the addition of the
following cofactors assumed during periods between ulcerative episodes in
early latent and latent stages of HSV-2
PAFM due to HSV-2
cofactors on HIV
infectivity only (%)

Effect on HIV susceptibility only

Effect on HIV susceptibility and infectivity

Cofactor of 2

Cofactor of 2 Cofactor of 5

Cofactor of 5

Kisumu
M 15–49

37.2

7.2

27.0

8.7

25.9

37.5

46.8

39.7

53.9

F 15–49

37.7

5.8

26.8

9.0

23.8

42.4

49.8

44.4

54.3

M and F 15–49

37.5

6.5

26.9

8.8

24.8

40.1

48.4

42.2

54.1

Ndola
M 15–49

35.1

7.3

26.3

9.1

24.4

35.6

43.6

35.4

49.8

F 15–49

37.0

6.9

26.5

8.8

22.5

39.8

47.1

42.2

52.2

M and F 15–49

36.1

7.1

26.4

9.0

23.4

37.9

45.6

39.1

51.1

Cotonou
M 15–49

52.0

12.0

41.8

9.6

40.1

56.1

62.6

58.9

69.7

F 15–49

44.9

10.6

31.7

9.8

25.9

46.2

53.9

49.3

57.1

M and F 15–49

47.9

11.2

36.0

9.7

31.8

50.3

57.6

53.4

62.7

Yaoundé
M 15–49

39.7

6.7

29.2

9.0

27.7

43.8

53.0

46.1

61.0

F 15–49

36.0

6.0

26.8

8.6

22.7

40.1

50.9

41.9

56.0

M and F 15–49

37.5

6.3

27.8

8.8

24.8

41.7

51.8

43.7

58.1

M, male; F, female.

reproduction number and tends to cluster in groups at high
risk, explaining its strong effect on HIV transmission during the
growth phase of an HIV epidemic. As HIV spreads beyond highrisk groups into the general population, chancroid plays a less
important part in transmission. It is also highly symptomatic
and therefore amenable to improvements in STI treatment
services, disappearing rapidly once these services are in place.
The combined PAFM for syphilis, chlamydia and gonorrhoea
declined over time in Cotonou. In this site, high levels of STI
treatment were introduced for commercial sex workers in
model simulations in line with empirical data.3 49 50 As Cotonou
is still a concentrated epidemic, STI treatment in this particular
group had a large effect on prevalence levels of curable STIs.
The PAFM due to syphilis, chlamydia and gonorrhoea was
relatively constant over time in the other sites, falling only
slightly after the assumed introduction of more limited STI
treatment services in these populations. At the current stage of
the HIV epidemics, and given the current level of condom use
and provision of STI treatment services, further strengthening
of treatment services for curable STIs may be expected to
produce little additional gain, except possibly in Yaoundé where
the PAFM approached 30%. However, withdrawing these

Key messages

N
N
N

The impact of HSV-2 and other STIs on the spread of the
simulated HIV epidemic in four sub-Saharan African
cities has changed over time.
The proportion of incident HIV attributable to HSV-2
increased over time with the maturity of the epidemic,
whereas the proportion of incident HIV attributable to
chancroid and other curable STIs diminished over time.
In generalised HIV epidemics with control programmes
for curable STIs already in place, interventions against
HSV-2 may have a key role in HIV prevention.
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services would most likely result in increased prevalence of
curable STIs and increased HIV transmission.
The model-simulated PAFM for HIV attributable to HSV-2
were similar to those calculated from relative risks. A recent
meta-analysis estimated that 38–60% of new HIV infections in
sub-Saharan African women and 8–49% of new HIV infections
in men could be due to HSV-2,1 depending on HSV-2 prevalence
levels that ranged from 29% to 71% in women and 5% to 53% in
men.2 However, these empirical estimates would not include
those incident HIV infections due to increased transmissibility/
infectivity of HIV, as the simulations do, because cohort studies
measure incidence among HIV-negative individuals. Our major
findings from the model were the robust assumptions about the
strength of the interaction between HIV and HSV-2. Although
the absolute value of the PAFM was somewhat sensitive to the
cofactor values assumed, even reducing all cofactor values to
half of their originally assumed value still resulted in a high
proportion of new HIV cases due to HSV-2 at the time of the
Four Cities Study. Increasing HSV-2 cofactor effects on HIV
resulted in higher PAFM, although the proportion of new HIV
cases attributable to HSV-2 became saturated at around 60%.
Model simulations showed that recurrent HSV-2 ulcers
contributed more to HIV incidence than did primary HSV-2
ulcers, probably because of the longer duration over which the
recurrent ulcerative HSV-2 cofactors acted on HIV, despite
recurrent ulcers being less severe than primary ulcers.
HSV-2 cofactor effects on HIV, assumed to be at the same per
contact level for susceptibility and infectivity, appear to increase
HIV incidence at the population level more through their effect
on HIV infectivity than on their effect on HIV susceptibility.
This effect may have been observed because increased susceptibility to HIV only increases that particular individual’s
probability of contracting HIV (passing it on to another
individual is another step), whereas increased infectivity of
HIV in an individual could more immediately influence
multiple transmissions if that individual had multiple partners.
In addition, HIV-infected individuals are also more likely to be
coinfected with HSV-2 due to the strong association between
HIV and HSV-21 51; therefore, in discordant partnerships, more
of the HIV-positive partners will be HSV-2 positive. This finding
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Table 1 Sensitivity analysis of population attributable fraction in 1998 to assumptions regarding the herpes simplex virus type 2
(HSV-2) cofactor on HIV: (a) primary versus recurrent ulcers; (b) susceptibility versus infectivity; (c) absence versus presence of
cofactor on HIV during HSV-2 subclinical periods

Proportion of new HIV infections attributable to HSV-2 over time
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suggests that empirically calculated PAF, relying on relative
risks of HIV acquisition only, may underestimate the effect of
HSV-2 on HIV incidence.46
Introducing hypothetical, low level cofactor effects during
subclinical shedding of HSV-2 had little impact on HIV spread.
A cofactor almost equivalent to that applied during recurrent
ulcers would have to be assumed before making a large impact on
HIV spread. This effect is understandable considering the nonadditive way in which the STDSIM model uses cofactors to increase
HIV susceptibility and transmissibility, with the strongest cofactor
in a given sexual encounter taken as the only cofactor. If only a
low cofactor effect is assumed during subclinical shedding, only in
partnerships with neither partner having additional active STIs
would subclinical shedding of HSV-2 begin to increase the
likelihood for HIV transmission, although this may already be
the case in more generalised epidemics. The current STDSIM model
does not allow for more than one cofactor to have an effect during
a given sexual encounter. Further work will be done on the
implications of this assumption, and alternative methods of
combination of cofactor effects need to be explored.
Another effect of note was the consistently high proportion of
HIV cases due to HSV-2 in Cotonou compared with the other
sites. Cotonou had the lowest levels of other ulcerative STIs,
even lower than in Yaoundé, due to STI treatment in
commercial sex workers and to comparatively less risky sexual
behaviour in the general population. In addition, examining the
time trend of other STIs over time, the rise in the proportion of
HIV due to HSV-2 was concurrent with the decrease in other
STIs in that site. In other sites, the cofactor effects of other STIs
competed with those of HSV-2, because the model only took
into account the highest cofactor effect for a given sexual
encounter. The simulated PAFM should be interpreted with
care, because it calculates the total effect of HSV-2 on HIV
acquisition and transmission. Although it is not directly
comparable with PAF calculated from empirical relative risks
of HIV acquisition, it may, however, give us a better idea of the
‘‘true’’ PAF of HIV incidence due to effects on both HIV
susceptibility and transmissibility.46 The fit of the HIV epidemic
and HSV-2 epidemic was based on the best available data from
the four cities, and, where unavailable, from outside sources.
Further data on STI prevalence trends over time in the four
cities would have been informative. Importantly, the prevalence
of chancroid in the four cities was unknown historically and at
the time of the Four Cities Study.
The model used in this study was primarily parameterised
using cross-sectional data, the limitations of which are well
known. Cross-sectional data provide little information on
epidemiological or behavioural trends over time. Incorrect
assumptions regarding the historic trends may alter our
estimates of the proportion of new HIV cases due to STIs over
time. However, the model did successfully replicate the
observed time trends in HIV for the four cities.3
The findings of this paper have potential implications for
ongoing and future trials of HSV-2 interventions. That the
proportion of incident HIV due to HSV-2 may change over time
along with the changing prevalence of other STIs in the
population suggests that the timing of an intervention in a
population, and the prevalence of other cofactors for HIV
transmission present in that population at that given time-point,
may be very important. Our simulations suggest that HSV-2 is
now responsible for a large proportion of new HIV infections in
these African settings, highlighting the potential impact of herpes
control for HIV prevention. Empirical trials of such interventions
are now underway, and their results are eagerly awaited.
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conflict with UK guidelines. Their preferred
regimen for the treatment of pelvic inflammatory
disease is in particular surprising (doxycycline
and metronidazole) since it conforms with
neither UK nor US guidelines and three studies
have now shown it to be inferior to alternative
regimens.
Overall Fast facts: sexually transmitted infections
is to be recommended with just a few caveats.
Jonathan Ross

A tale of three cities: persisting high HIV
prevalence, risk behaviour and undiagnosed
infection in community samples of men who
have sex with men. Sex Transm Infect
2007;83:392–6.) The last sentence on page 2
should read as follows: ‘‘All were screened by
GACELISA HIV 1 and 2, whose sensitivity and
specificity had been determined as 99.5% (95%
CI 97.1% to 99.9%) and 99.7% (95% CI 98.9% to
99.9%), respectively.13 14
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